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GMOS IN THE GREAT PLAINS: GRASPING THE
GARGANTUAN GROWTH OF YOUTUBE VIDEOS BY

MINUTEPHYSICS
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This paper investigates the relationship between the use of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) 
in corn grown in North Dakota and the total length of minutephysics YouTube videos. We sourced 
data from the USDA for GMO corn acreage in North Dakota and data from YouTube for the total 
length of minutephysics videos from 2011 to 2023. Our findings revealed a surprisingly strong 
correlation coefficient of 0.8035369 and a p-value of less than 0.01. The results suggest that there 
may be a peculiar connection between the cultivation of GMO corn in North Dakota and the duration 
of the popular science videos by minutephysics. This study not only sheds light on the interaction 
between agricultural practices and internet content creation but also adds a delightful layer of 
humor and intrigue to the world of scientific research.

As  the  internet  expands  its  presence  in
our daily lives, it offers an assortment of
entertainment  and  educational  content,
from  viral  cat  videos  to  instructive
tutorials. Among these, minutephysics has
become  a  staple  for  those  seeking  to
grasp the complex yet captivating world
of  physics  in,  as  the  name  suggests,  a
minute  or  less.  At  the  same  time,  the
controversial topic of genetically modified
organisms (GMOs) has been ingrained in
modern  agricultural  practices,  sparking
debates on their impacts and safety.

In a whimsically unexpected linkage, this
study  ventures  into  the  domain  where
GMOs meet  YouTube  physics,  aiming  to
explore  the  enigmatic  correlation
between  the  use  of  GMOs  in  corn
cultivated in North Dakota and the total
length of minutephysics videos. It's as if
the  GMOs  are  conducting  their  own
"experiment"  on  the  length  of  these
videos,  hoping  for  a  favorable  outcome
and a bountiful harvest of views.

Inquisitively,  one  might  wonder  how  an
agricultural  practice  could  possibly
influence  the  length  of  online  scientific
demonstrations. Yet, as we delve into the
data,  a  compelling association begins to
emerge, hinting at a potential link that is
as engaging and befuddling as a physics
paradox.

We embark on this unconventional quest
not  only  to  uncover  the  statistical
relationship  between  these  seemingly
disparate  domains  but  also  to  infuse  a
delightful  touch  of  whimsy  and  wonder
into the realm of scientific inquiry.  After
all, who knew that the humble cornfield in
North  Dakota  could  hold  secrets  that
resonate  with  the  digital  intricacies  of
YouTube content creation?

Intriguing and puzzling in equal measure,
the  convergence  of  GMOs  and
minutephysics videos promises to offer an
unparalleled  insight  that  will  both
entertain  and  educate,  much  like  the
content  in  question.  So,  fasten  your
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seatbelts  and  prepare  for  a  journey
through  the  physics  of  GMOs  and
YouTube, where science meets statistical
tomfoolery.

LITERATURE REVIEW

     The authors sifted through an array of
scholarly articles to unravel the enigmatic
relationship  between  the  use  of
genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in
corn cultivated in North Dakota and the
total  length  of  minutephysics  YouTube
videos. In "Smith et al.," the researchers
outlined  the  agricultural  implications  of
GMO  corn  cultivation,  providing  a
comprehensive  analysis  of  its
environmental and economic impacts. In a
study by Doe, the effects of GMOs on crop
yield and pesticide use were scrutinized,
offering  a  nuanced  perspective  on  the
contentious  subject.  Jones,  in  their
seminal work, investigated the consumer
perceptions  of  GMO  products,  shedding
light  on  the  public  sentiment  towards
genetically modified crops.

     However, as we ventured deeper into
the  literature,  we  stumbled  upon
unexpected sources that peered into the
whimsical and absurd. "The GMO Diaries"
by Lorem chronicled the exploits of a corn
crop  imbued with  extraordinary  powers,
delving  into  the  surreal  world  of
genetically modified organisms and their
improbable  escapades.  Likewise,
"Cracking  the  Kernel"  by  Ipsum  delved
into the clandestine world of GMO corn,
where  kernels  harbor  obscure  secrets
that  transcend  the  boundaries  of
conventional agriculture.

     As we delved further into the literary
maze, we encountered fiction books that
seemed  to  hover  on  the  periphery  of
relevance.  "Corn  and  Physics:  A  Love
Story" by J.K. Cornling appeared to offer a
curious  juxtaposition  of  agricultural
musings  and  physics  wonders,  blurring
the  lines  between  reality  and  whimsy.
Similarly,  "The  Quantum  Maize"  by  R.
Corn  Bradbury  wove  a  narrative  that
fused  the  enigmatic  world  of  quantum

physics with the humble cornfield, leading
the reader on an ethereal journey through
fields of scientific intrigue.

     In an unexpected turn, we uncovered
movies that danced on the fringes of our
research  landscape.  "The  Corn
Ultimatum,"  a  riveting  thriller  that
explored  the  ramifications  of  genetically
modified corn on a global  scale,  echoed
the  magnitude  of  our  investigation.
Additionally,  "A  Beautiful  Mind"  drew
parallels  to  our  study  with  its  intricate
portrayal  of  mathematical  prowess  and
intellectual  depth,  mirroring  the
complexity we sought to navigate in our
investigation.

     The exploration of  these tangential
literary  and  cinematic  works  not  only
added a layer of humor and levity to our
literature review but also underscored the
unconventional and captivating nature of
our research subject. As we transition to
the empirical findings, let us embark on a
whimsical odyssey through the cornfields
of North Dakota and the captivating world
of  minutephysics,  where  science  meets
statistical serendipity.

METHODOLOGY

To  uncover  the  mysterious  relationship
between  genetically  modified  organisms
(GMOs) in the cornfields of North Dakota
and  the  total  length  of  minutephysics
YouTube  videos,  our  research  team
embarked  on  a  zany  adventure  through
statistical analysis and data sleuthing. We
scoured  the  vast  plains  of  the  internet,
utilizing  information  from  the
authoritative  source  of  agricultural
statistics,  the  USDA,  and  the  virtual
haven of science enthusiasts and curious
minds, YouTube. 

First,  we  wrangled  data  on  GMO  corn
acreage  in  North  Dakota  from  2011  to
2023, harnessing the agricultural insights
provided  by  the  USDA.  We  harvested  a
bumper  crop  of  information,  ripe  with
numbers that encapsulate the growth of
GMO  corn  and  the  peculiarities  of  its
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cultivation  in  the  heart  of  the  Great
Plains. 

Next, we delved into the digital realm of
minutephysics  videos,  culminating  in  a
mammoth excavation of data on the total
length of these educational nuggets from
2011  to  2023.  The  YouTube  platform
proved  to  be  a  trove  of  quantitative
quirkiness,  where the duration of videos
takes quantum leaps from mere minutes
to  substantial  time spans  that  rival  full-
length feature films.

Amidst  this  chaotic  plethora of  numbers
and  statistics,  we  deployed  an  eclectic
blend of statistical techniques to decipher
the perplexing relationship between GMO
corn  and  minutephysics  videos.  Our
analytical  toolbox  included  a  hearty
serving  of  correlation  analysis  to  assess
the degree of  association between these
seemingly  incongruous  elements.  The
robustness of this statistical undertaking
was  further  amplified  by  a  jaunty
regression  analysis,  allowing  us  to
unravel  the  potential  influence  of  GMO
corn  on  the  length  of  minutephysics
videos.

As  we  sifted  through  the  data  and
marched through the quirky landscape of
statistical exploration, we kept a vigilant
eye  out  for  any  lurking  anomalies  or
outliers that sought to disrupt the jocular
harmony of our findings. With great care
and  precision,  we  wove  together  the
threads of agricultural and online content
data,  creating  a  vibrant  tapestry  of
statistical intrigue and whimsy.

In  this  merry  pursuit  of  scientific
investigation,  we  ventured  forth,  armed
with statistical rigor and a hefty dose of
lighthearted  curiosity.  Our  methodology
was  a  delightful  fusion  of  serious
statistical  analysis  and  investigative
playfulness,  akin  to  a  tango  between
academia and amusement. Embarking on
this comical odyssey, we aimed to unveil
the  enigmatic  connection  between  the
growth  of  GMO corn  and  the  length  of
minutephysics videos, infusing the realm

of  scientific  inquiry  with  laughter  and
levity.

RESULTS

The  results  of  our  study  revealed  a
statistically  significant  correlation
between the  use  of  genetically  modified
organisms (GMOs) in corn grown in North
Dakota  and  the  total  length  of
minutephysics  YouTube  videos.  The
correlation  coefficient  of  0.8035369
implies  a  strong  positive  relationship
between  these  two  seemingly  unrelated
variables. It appears that GMOs may have
more  influence  over  YouTube  video
lengths than we ever imagined,  perhaps
whispering  captivating  content  ideas  to
the creators late into the night.

With an r-squared value of 0.6456715, we
found that  approximately  64.57% of  the
variability in the length of minutephysics
videos could be explained by the variation
in  GMO  corn  acreage  in  North  Dakota.
It's  as  if  the  cornfields  are  encouraging
the  minutephysics  team  to  craft  longer,
more  elaborate  videos,  akin  to  the
sprawling  and  complex  root  systems
beneath the soil.

The significance level (p < 0.01) further
reinforces the strength of the relationship
we uncovered. It's pretty safe to say that
this  correlation  is  about  as  solid  as  the
GMO  corn  stalks  swaying  in  the  North
Dakota breeze.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year
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In Figure 1, we display a scatterplot that
vividly  illustrates  the  robust  correlation
between  GMO  corn  acreage  in  North
Dakota  and  the  total  length  of
minutephysics  videos.  The  data  points
align themselves with a sense of purpose,
as if the GMOs and minutephysics videos
are engaged in an unexpected  dance  of
statistical synchronicity.

These  findings  challenge  our
preconceptions  about  the  influence  of
agricultural practices on internet content
creation.  Who  would  have  thought  that
the very cornfields of North Dakota could
hold such sway over the duration of our
favorite  science  videos?  It  seems  that
GMOs  may  not  only  be  altering  the
genetic makeup of corn but also the fabric
of online science education in their own
peculiar way.

In  conclusion,  our  research  divulges  an
intriguing connection between GMOs and
minutephysics YouTube videos, urging us
to  view  both  agriculture  and  internet
content  creation  through  a  lens  of
statistical whimsy. This unexpected bond
between  corn  and  YouTube  promises  to
stimulate  further  research,  inviting
scholars  to  delve  deeper  into  the
fascinating  and,  dare  we  say,  corny
relationship  between  agricultural
practices and digital content production.

DISCUSSION

The results of our investigation uncover a
cornucopia of statistical intrigue, hinting
at a captivating connection between the
cultivation  of  genetically  modified
organisms (GMOs)  in  North  Dakota  and
the production of minutephysics YouTube
videos.  The  pronounced  correlation
coefficient  of  0.8035369  presents  a
compelling case, suggesting that the very
essence of GMO corn may be intertwined
with the creative fabric of minutephysics
content.  It  seems  as  though  the  GMO-
imbued cornfields are silently urging the
minutephysics  team  to  unfurl  lengthier,
more  engrossing  videos,  reminiscent  of

the  luxuriant  growth  spurred  by
agricultural ingenuity.

Our  findings  not  only  corroborate  the
prior  research by Smith et  al.  and Doe,
which  delved  into  the  agricultural
implications of GMOs and their effects on
crop  yield,  but  also  shed  light  on  the
whimsical discoveries made in "The GMO
Diaries"  and "Cracking  the  Kernel."  The
obscure  powers  and  clandestine  secrets
attributed to GMO corn in these literary
works  have  perhaps  foreshadowed  the
unanticipated  influence  of  GMOs  on
digital  content  creation  that  we've
unveiled.  Moreover,  the  unexpected
insights gained from "Corn and Physics: A
Love  Story"  and  "The  Quantum  Maize"
assume an unexpected relevance, hinting
at  the  improbable  intersection  of
agriculture  and  internet  science
education.

Our  peculiar  correlations  echo  the
fanciful  themes  found  in  "The  Corn
Ultimatum"  and  "A  Beautiful  Mind,"  as
the statistical dance between GMOs and
minutephysics videos defies conventional
scientific boundaries and beckons us into
a realm of statistical serendipity. It's as if
the  intricacies  of  GMO  corn  have  been
whispering esoteric content ideas to the
minutephysics  creators,  resulting  in  a
symphony of digital debate and discovery.

While  our  findings  may  initially  elicit  a
chuckle,  they offer  a tantalizing glimpse
into  the  lighthearted  yet  captivating
relationship  between  agriculture  and
online  scientific  discourse.  As  we
contemplate  the  implications  of  our
statistical  serendipity,  we  invite  fellow
scholars  to  join  us  in  this  whimsical
odyssey through the  cornfields  of  North
Dakota  and  the  multifaceted  world  of
minutephysics,  where  empirical  rigidity
meets statistical irreverence.

CONCLUSION

In  this  study,  we've  uncovered  a
correlation  between  GMOs  and
minutephysics videos that is as perplexing
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as  the  potential  existence  of  a  physics-
defying corn kernel. Our findings suggest
that the cultivation of genetically modified
corn  in  North  Dakota  may  have  a
compelling influence on the total length of
minutephysics  YouTube  videos.  It's  as  if
the  GMOs  are  planting  subliminal
messages  in  the  minds  of  the  creators,
pushing  them  to  craft  longer  and  more
captivating content.

The statistical relationship between these
seemingly  unrelated  variables  is  more
puzzling  than  a  quantum  entanglement,
yet  our  data  illuminates  a  comical  yet
significant connection. It  seems that the
GMO cornfields  are  whispering  ideas  to
the minutephysics team, nudging them to
elaborate on  their  already  "corny"  jokes
and  puns,  or  perhaps  inspiring  them to
explore  the  physics  of  corn  growing  in
North Dakota.

Our  findings  not  only  expand  our
understanding  of  the  interplay  between
agricultural  practices  and  internet
content  creation  but  also  add  a
lighthearted  layer  of  amusement  to  the
scientific inquiry. Whether the GMOs are
engaging in a silent collaboration with the
YouTube  physics  community  or  simply
sowing  seeds  of  inspiration,  this
unexpected  correlation  promises  to
provoke  further  research  and  entertain
future scholars with its quirky allure.

While  the  implications  of  this  research
are as unpredictable as a corn maze, we
assert that no more research is needed in
this  area.  The  beauty  of  this  unlikely
relationship  lies  in  its  charming  and
enigmatic  nature,  best  left  to  tickle  the
fancies  of  curious  minds  rather  than
unravel under the cold scrutiny of further
statistical analysis.
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